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SUPERBOOTH BERLIN 2024 Performance & Workshop

Programming

The SUPERBOOTH BERLIN finally announces its performance and workshop

programming for this year’s SUPERBOOTH24. The SUPERBOOTH BERLIN is excited

to finally announce its performance and workshop programming for this year’s

SUPERBOOTH24. After the record-breaking SUPERBOOTH23, the latest edition of the

world’s largest trade fair and festival for electronic musical instruments is

happening from the 16th to the 18th of May 2024 at FEZ-Berlin. As a “trade fair with

the spirit of a festival”, the Superbooth presents the latest products and technical

developments in the realm of synthesizers and studio technology with over 250

exhibitors from all over the world, while also offering a comprehensive cultural

program that celebrates the culture and joy of electronic music-making.

Over 30 international artists will be performing on three outdoor stages (including

the new “Strandbar” stage) as well as two indoor stages for presentations and

lectures. On the lineup for SUPERBOOTH24 are artists as varied as the Oscar award
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winning Hildur Guðnadóttir, the popular club performer Stimming, the Live-Techno

artist and Lady Gaga collaborator Lady Starlight and the modular expert TamiX

hailing from China.

The full performance program can be found over at the website below under the

rider “Events”. Aside from these musical performances, there will also be workshops

offering an introduction to the world of modular synthesizers (including one

specifically for women and nonbinary people), DIY Workshops, and numerous

lecture concerts in which popular brands like Bitwig, UDO Audio und Korg Berlin will

be personally demonstrating their latest products.

The SUPERBOOTH is always trying to create an open and welcoming space in which

everyone that is interested can learn and experience. Part of that is the MINIBOOTH

for children and teenagers, which offers adolescents a playful look into the world of

electronic music-making and was already a fully sold-success last year. The

MINIBOOTH will be happening as its own event on the weekend before Superbooth,

from the 9th to the 12th of May.

Those looking for a refreshment between this dense schedule will also be happy

with the Superbooth’s comprehensive catering offering. New this year is a rooftop

area located on the top of the FEZ-building with a bar, allowing visitors to end the

evening in a relaxed atmosphere with a great view. And as always, there is also the

idyllic „Bungalowdorf” located in the forest surrounding the FEZ.

As a mix between a trade fair, international scene meeting, conference and festival,

the Superbooth is a forward-looking event that combines different aspects to create

a unique space for musical encounters and experiences. Pre-sale tickets are

available over at the website below under the rider “Tickets”. A three-day ticket is

98 euros (reduced: 79 euros), a one-day ticket is 39 euros (reduced: 29 euros). As

always, there will also be a ticket box office at the event. We recommend arriving

by public transport (S-Bahn station Wuhlheide), as parking opportunities near the

event location are limited.

www.superbooth.com
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